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During the operation period of an organic solar cell different failure mechanisms can occur
which limit the lifetime of the device. Among these failure mechanisms the formation of an sshape, where the current density-voltage curve bends towards the origin in the 4th quadrant,
plays an important role. We investigated the origin of the s-shape caused by the holeselective layer using a model system and compared experimental data with numerical
simulations. As model system inverted bulk heterojunction solar cells with poly(3hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl):[6,6]-phenyl C61 butyric acid methyl ester (P3HT:PCBM) as active
material and N,N'-bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N'-bis(phenyl)-benzidine (TPD) as the hole
selective layer co-evaporated with Dipyrazino[2,3-f:2',3'-h]quinoxaline-2,3,6,7,10,11hexacarbonitrile (HATCN) were used. The crystallization of TPD due to its low glass
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transition temperature allows investigating the impact of work function and mobility of the
hole selective layer on device performance and thus s-shape independently of each other.
While the work function has an influence on the open circuit voltage, the mobility influences
the s-shape and the open circuit voltage. Using input parameters derived from the measured
mobilities the observed current density-voltage curves were simulated using the program
PC1D which solves the fully coupled nonlinear differential equations for electrons and holes.
The results show that an accumulation of holes near the hole-selective/active layer interface
can be responsible for the observed s-shape.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Within the last decade intensive research to increase the efficiency of organic solar cells
(OSCs) has been performed.1,2,3,4 Recently, efficiencies have surmounted the psychologically
important barrier of 10 % for cells fabricated in laboratory and now reach up to 12 %.5,6 As a
next step for commercialization it is important to transfer these efficiencies from laboratory
to production. Another important aspect, which recently has received increased attention, is
the stability of OSCs. Besides efficiency and cost, lifetime is the third major point which is
essential for the success of organic photovoltaics. In the present work we investigate inverted
OSCs with poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl):[6,6]-phenyl C61 butyric acid methyl ester
(P3HT:PCBM) as active material and N,N'-bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N'-bis(phenyl)-benzidine
(TPD) as hole-selective layer (HSL) (Figure 1a). A relatively small energy barrier (<= 0.3
eV) separates the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of TPD from that of the donor
polymer P3HT (Figure 1b).7,8,9 The lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMOs), in
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contrast, are separated by a large barrier of 1 eV.8 TPD should thus be an adequate material
as HSL.

Figure 1 - a) Layer sequence of the investigated OSCs. b) Energy levels of ITO and Ag were obtained by KPmeasurements, the other values are from literature.7,8, 10,11,12 Vertical dashed lines indicate discontinuities.

Nevertheless, the current-voltage (JV) curves of cells comprising pure TPD exhibit a socalled s-shape. This term denotes a characteristic shape of the JV-curve, showing an
inflection point around Voc and thus a reduced fill factor (FF), often even below 25 % (Figure
2). This characteristic shape commmonly appears during degradation of OSCs and thus plays
an important role for their lifetime. By co-evaporation of various amounts of Dipyrazino[2,3f:2',3'-h]quinoxaline-2,3,6,7,10,11-hexacarbonitrile (HATCN) together with TPD we
establish a model system where the strength of the s-shape can be controlled (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 - JV-curves of samples with pristine pure TPD, TPD:HATCN (1.8, 3.0 and 9.5 %), pure HATCN and
PEDOT:PSS as HSL. The curve with open squares shows the sample with pure TPD after storage of 500 h in a
nitrogen atmosphere at room temperature. Inset: magnification around Voc.

In literature different reasons for s-shapes have been proposed:
By simulation Wagenpfahl et al. found that a reduced surface recombination velocity at the
HSL/active layer interface hinders efficient hole extraction.13 Accumulated holes then change
the slope of the energy levels and thus the electric field which finally leads to an s-shape.
Castro et al. investigated interpenetrating bilayer OSCs.14 They suggested that isolated
aluminum nanoclusters in the active layer close to the interface are formed upon evaporation.
These nanoclusters then act as trap states which are filled with charges, modifying the electric
potential drop inside the device. They further concluded that the main effect of buffer layers
such as bathocuproine (BCP) is to protect the active layer from metal diffusion. However,
Wang et al. showed that increasing the thickness of the BCP layer in bilayer devices can also
lead to an s-shape.15 They argued that thick BCP layers consist of two regions, an unaffected
and a metal permeated one. While the metal permeation causes favorable hopping sites for
electrons the unaffected BCP forms a barrier for electrons. Thus, charge accumulation inside
4
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the active layer takes place which then causes the observed s-shape. Wagner et al. showed
that trap states in the active layer cannot only be induced by top electrode diffusion but also
caused by impurities in the active material itself and confirmed that injection barriers may
cause s-shapes in the case of planar heterojunctions.16 Tress et al. found that in the case of
both, bilayer and blend structures, extraction barriers, i.e. a mismatch of the HOMOs of
donor and HSL can be responsible for the s-shape.17
With the help of simulations of JV-curves we show that an insufficient hole mobility (µ) of
the HSL leads to an accumulation of holes near the HSL/active layer interface. This
accumulation can be used as one explanation for the observed s-shape.

II.

EXPERIMENTAL

Inverted OSCs were prepared on flexible substrates by doctor blading and evaporation. As
first step an 80 nm thick layer of ZnO nanoparticles was coated from solution on a PET
substrate with ITO as transparent electrode.18 The ZnO layer was then annealed at 140 °C for
5 minutes on a hot plate in ambient air. Subsequently, 300 nm of P3HT (Merck) mixed with
[6,6]-phenyl C61 butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) (Solenne) in the ratio 1:0.8 by weight
were doctor bladed on top of the ZnO layer. For reference cells a layer of Poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene)-poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS, Clevios PH) was bladed on
the active layer. After doctor blading in ambient air, the cells were transferred into a nitrogen
filled glove box and annealed again on a hot plate at 140 °C for 5 minutes. After this step the
cells were kept under nitrogen atmosphere throughout the rest of the experiment. Pure TPD,
TPD:HATCN or pure HATCN were evaporated (14 nm) at 1x10-6 mbar. The ratio of HATCN
was varied between 1 and 10 % relative to the TPD amount with an estimated absolute error
of about 0.5%. The cells were finished with a 150 nm thick layer of evaporated silver as top
electrode. JV-curves were measured under simulated AM1.5G illumination with an intensity
5
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of 100 mW/cm². For mobility measurements organic field effect transistors (OFETs) were
prepared using a p-doped silicon wafer covered with a 230 nm thick SiO2 layer and gold
meander structures with different channel lengths of 5, 10, 15 and 20 µm. Work functions (Φ)
were determined by Kelvin-Probe (KP) measurements using ITO covered PET as substrate
and highly oriented graphite with a Φ of 4.65 eV as reference. The OFETs as well as the
devices for KP-measurements were evaporated simultaneously with the OSCs.

III.

RESULTS

Current-voltage characteristics of solar cell devices under AM 1.5G illumination are
presented in Figure 2. Devices comprising pure TPD, TPD:HATCN mixtures and pure
HATCN as hole-selective layers are shown, a PEDOT:PSS cell is displayed for reference.
These curves exhibit differently pronounced s-shapes. A loss in injection current is
accompanied by a loss in open circuit voltage (Voc). Depending on the amount of HATCN coevaporated with TPD the characteristic of the s-shape changes. For pure TPD the s-shape is
most pronounced, with increasing HATCN content the s-shape starts to vanish and Voc and
FF increase. Interestingly, the JV-curve of pure HATCN has a similar shape as the one of
PEDOT:PSS. Looking at the energy levels of HATCN (Figure 1b) this is rather unexpected
since the HOMO of HATCN differs strongly from that of P3HT (-9.6 and -5.1eV,
respectively).19,10
In order to elucidate the origin of the differently pronounced s-shapes, we investigated the
transport properties and work functions of the HSL variations. First, measurements of µ on
OFETs with pure TPD and TPD:HATCN will be described showing varying µ with varying
HATCN content. Additionally, the impact of crystallization of the TPD layer on µ will be
discussed. Thereafter, KP-measurements will be shown indicating a variation of Φ with
different HATCN doping.
6
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Figure 3 presents OFET transfer characteristics of the different variations. In the case of
freshly prepared, pure TPD layers no drain current (Id) is visible even at high negative gate
voltages (Vg). Consequently, the mobility could not be determined for this device and is
assumed to be below our measurement limit. In literature, a broad range of mobilities for pure
TPD is found, strongly depending on the measurement technique. 20,21 Yet, a field effect
mobility of 1.6x10-6 cm²/Vs is reported. 22 Assuming our µ of the lowest HATCN
concentration as a lower measurement limit and considering the general trend of increasing µ
with increasing HATCN content, we roughly estimate the mobility of the pristine TPD film
to be around 0.5-1x10-7 cm²/Vs. As soon as the TPD film becomes doped by 1.8 % of
HATCN, a hole current becomes visible and a threshold voltage (Vt) of around -35 V as well
as a mobility of 4.1x10-7 cm²/Vs can be determined. If the HATCN concentration is increased
to 3 % and 9.5 %, the hole mobility increases to 4.4x10-6 cm²/Vs and 1x10-5 cm²/Vs,
respectively. Note that the latter devices show ambipolar behavior, which indicates that
electrons are present in the transistor above certain gate voltages.

Figure 3 – Transfer characteristics at a drain voltage of -20V for curves on the left and +20V for the curve on the
right. Before storage of 500 h under nitrogen at room temperature the current of the pure TPD sample was below
the measurement sensitivity.
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In particular, the pure HATCN FET solely shows n-type behavior and an electron mobility
of µe=1.8x10-5 cm2/Vs can be derived in this case. For pure TPD a hole current becomes
clearly visible after storing the device in nitrogen atmosphere at room temperature for approx.
500 h. Crystallization changes the TPD layer from an amorphous to a more ordered film. This
is accompanied by a visual change from a transparent to a matte appearance and is ascribed to
the low glass transition temperature of TPD of around 60 °C.23 Thus, a hole mobility of
2.8x10-5 cm2/Vs and a threshold voltage of around -50 V can now be derived for aged TPD.
In case of the TPD:HATCN mixtures no change, neither visually nor in the JV-curves, was
observed and no change of µ was measured. This can be explained by higher thermal stability
of TPD in combination with HATCN.24 The carrier mobilities of all pristine and aged devices
are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 - µ of pure TPD, TPD:HATCN (1.8, 3.0 and 9.5 %) and pure HATCN. Black: pristine samples; Gray: after
500 h under nitrogen at room temperature. The values are average values of µ calculated from the output and
transfer characteristic of OFETs. For pure TPD directly after preparation µ is too small for measurement, thus, only
the value after 500 h storage is given.
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Besides an increase of µ with increasing HATCN content also an increase of Φ was measured
(Figure 5). Note that the work function of the pure TPD layer remains at around 4.6 eV,
virtually unaffected by the crystallization. The fact that TPD aging changes the mobility but
not the work function will be helpful in order to separate mobility and energy barriers as
possible causes of the s-shape.

Figure 5 - Φ of pure TPD, TPD:HATCN (1.8, 3.0 and 9.5 %) and pure HATCN on ITO. Black: pristine samples;
Gray: after 500 h under nitrogen at room temperature.

IV.

SIMULATION

In order to reveal the detailed impact of µ of the HSL on the JV-curve and to confirm the
experimental results we performed numerical simulations of the JV-curves with PC1D. The
program was developed by P. A. Basore and D. A. Clugston from the University of New
South Wales and originally used for the simulation of inorganic semiconductors. It was
shown that the program also applies, at least with some limitations, to organic bulk
heterojunction solar cells.25,26,27 The program solves the fully coupled nonlinear differential
equations, i.e. the transport, continuity and Poisson equations for electrons and holes. The
9
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blend of P3HT:PCBM is simulated as one effective semiconductor material using the HOMO
of P3HT as valence and the LUMO of PCBM as conduction band. The band gap of P3HT is
used to simulate the intrinsic absorption of photons. The electron selective layer is assumed
to have an electron affinity of 4.2 eV, which corresponds to the conduction band of ZnO,
while the ionization potential of the HSL is 5.4 eV, which corresponds to the HOMO of TPD.
Besides JV-curves, the program is also able to simulate spatially resolved charge carrier
densities and electric fields. Figure 6 shows the simulated JV-curves. The only parameter
varied for the curves of pure TPD, 1.8 %, 3.0 % and 9.5 % HATCN doped TPD was µ of the
holes, starting with 1x10-6 cm²/Vs for pure TPD (Table I). This value, instead of the
experimental value in the range of 10-7 cm²/Vs, was chosen because PC1D does not support a
lower µ. Thus, the simulation is a qualitative and not quantitative analysis. However, the
increase of µ in the simulation covers the same range as the results for µ obtained by OFETmeasurements and accounts for the increasing HATCN concentration in the layer.

Table I – Mobility µ as measured and as used for the simulated JV-curves shown in Figure 6. Since 1x10-6 cm²/Vs is
the lower limit of PC1D, this value was chosen for the pure TPD film. The other values were chosen in order to cover
a span similar to the measurement.28

Sample

10

µh [cm²/Vs]

µh [cm²/Vs]

(measurement)

(simulation)

pure TPD

0.5-1.0x10-7 (estimated)

1x10-6

1.8 % HATCN

4.1x10-7

6x10-6

3.0 % HATCN

4.4x10-6

1x10-5

9.5 % HATCN

1.0x10-5

5x10-4
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A two and a half orders of magnitude increase of µ fully restores the JV-curve (Figure 6).
This is in agreement with the measurements described above (Figure 2). In addition, the
simulation shows that a change of µ alone can also lead to a change in Voc (inset Figure 6).

Figure 6 - Simulated JV-curves. Besides µ all other parameters were kept constant. Pure TPD has the lowest and 9.5
% the highest µ (Table I). The crosses show the maximum power point. Inset: magnification around Voc.

Figure 7 shows the charge carrier densities of electrons and holes at maximum power point
voltage applied. An increased hole density in the HSL and a peak in the active layer near the
interface for low mobilities is observed. The highest concentration in the HSL can be
observed for pure TPD. In this case also the peak in the active layer reaches the highest value.
Near the electrode the concentration starts to decrease. This shows that more holes are
reaching the HSL/active layer interface than can be transferred by the HSL to the electrode.
As a result, the electric field inside the active layer is reduced (inset Figure 7). Increasing µ
leads to a decrease of the concentration of holes in the HSL and the peak in the active layer,
which in turn increases the electric field. For the highest value of µ the hole density in the
HSL amounts only to a fraction of the density received for pure TPD. Further, the
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concentration in the HSL is constant also near the electrode and there is no peak at the
HSL/active layer interface anymore. Hole transfer rate and transport to the electrode start to
balance.

Figure 7 - Charge carrier density of holes and electrons within OSCs for pure TPD and different TPD:HATCN ratios
(1.8, 3.0, 9.5 %) as obtained from simulation with PC1D at maximum power point conditions. Only µ was changed
(Table I). The dashed line at 14 nm indicates the interface of HSL and active layer. Inset: electric field within the
active layer, pure TPD = 100%.

V.

DISCUSSION
A.

Interface energetics and charge transport in the hole selective layer

A brief introduction of the transport and injection mechanism at the HSL is given before
discussing the correlation of the s-shape and the hole mobility of the HSL.
In general, the energy difference between Φ of the metal contact and the HOMO of the HSL
is regarded as the hole injection barrier (HIB). The effective electrode work function (Φeff)
shown in Figure 5 increases with increasing HATCN content. Assuming that the HOMO
level of TPD remains energetically unchanged, this implies a reduction of the HIB with larger
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amounts of HATCN. Note that even though Φ was measured on an ITO substrate the
effective work functions of the corresponding Ag/HSL electrodes are expected to be similar.
The difference between Φ of the clean substrate (4.9 eV for ITO) and Φeff with the HSL on
top can be explained by contribution of two counter-acting mechanisms, namely the pushback effect and Fermi level pinning. The so-called push-back effect will lead to a reduced Φ
by reducing (“pushing back”) the electron-density “leaking” from the metal into vacuum. In
the case of pure TPD Φ is reduced to 4.6 eV. This shift is in agreement with values of 0.2 –
0.4 eV reported in literature and attributed to the change of the interface dipole by the pushback effect.7,29,30 The effect has also been reported to reduce Φ of metal substrates, including
Ag and Au, whereas the strength of the shift depends on the pretreatment of the
substrate.7,31,32 On the other hand, as soon as HATCN is introduced to the film, unoccupied
states from the HATCN LUMO are present (Figure 1b). This enables charge transfer from the
metal to the HSL and an interface dipole is formed which counteracts the push-back effect
and increases Φ. As larger amounts of HATCN are present, this effect becomes stronger and
results in the observed gradual increase of Φeff. In the case of pure HATCN this charge
transfer leads to Fermi level pinning at the negative polaron level of HATCN and eliminates
the HIB.30,32,33
As mentioned above the presence of electrons in the HATCN LUMO is visible in the
ambipolar and n-type behavior of the OFETs containing HATCN even at negative gate
voltages and is crucial for hole extraction when pure HATCN is applied as HSL in solar cells.
Electrons stemming from the Ag electrode are present in the HATCN LUMO and recombine
with holes coming from the P3HT layer. This is essentially equivalent to holes being
extracted and similar to the working mechanism of MoO3 whose conduction and valence
band are in a similar range as the LUMO and HOMO of HATCN.34 Consequently, in the case
of hole injection under forward bias electrons are extracted from the P3HT HOMO via the
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HATCN LUMO. Consequently, the electron mobility of HATCN has to be regarded as the
relevant mobility of the “hole-selective” layer, if pure HATCN is used.
The effect of increasing µ with increasing HATCN content in the TPD:HATCN layer can be
explained in terms of the multiple-trapping-and-release model.35 A possible consequence of
co-evaporation of HATCN with TPD might be that low lying states in the tail of the Gaussian
distribution are filled up with charges and are thus no more available for other charges. The
probability for charges moving through TPD of being trapped is reduced which in turn leads
to an increased µ.36 Furthermore, HATCN can serve as additional transport channel once the
concentration is high enough.

B.

Factors affecting the open circuit voltage

The maximum possible Voc of a donor-acceptor combination is determined by the difference
of HOMOdonor and LUMOacceptor and is usually reduced by about 0.5 eV at room temperature
because of the charge transfer state, Coulomb interaction and recombination.19,37,38,39,40
Additionally, Voc is influenced by the energy levels of the adjacent layers and cannot exceed
the built-in potential Vbi in BHJ cells.41,42,43,44,45
Looking at the trend of the open circuit voltage of the pristine devices in Figure 2 one can
conclude that Voc increases with increasing HATCN content and saturates for a concentration
of 9.5 %. This correlates with the observed increase of the Φeff of the electrode, which in turn
is expected to raise Vbi. Note that if the electron affinity of ZnO is regarded as the relevant
energy level for electron extraction, Vbi for the 9.5 % HATCN cell would equal 0.6 V and
thus match the expected possible Voc value for the P3HT:PCBM junction at room
temperature. This observation suggests that an effective work function of at least 4.8 eV of
the electrode on the hole selective side is necessary in order to reach full Voc for this type of
solar cell.
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We would like to point out that the work function alone is not responsible for the drastically
reduced Voc of the pristine cells. Analysis of aged, pure TPD device reveals that Voc roughly
doubles as the mobility is increased while Φ remains unchanged. In particular Φ is still lower
for this device than for the TPD:HATCN mixtures. The Voc, however, is larger than for the
1.8 % and 3 % HATCN cells and so is the mobility. Thus, it is important to notice that an
insufficient mobility can also reduce Voc. Such a reduction by the hole mobility is also seen in
the simulation (inset Figure 6) even though it is less drastic. This can be explained by the
input mobility of 1x10-6 cm2/Vs which is about one order of magnitude larger than in the real
device. The qualitative charge density profile in Figure 7 shows that a low hole mobility
gives rise to charge accumulation at the HSL/active layer interface. This accumulated hole
density causes a large concentration gradient, which favors a diffusion current. This leads to
additional recombination current and thus results in a reduced open circuit voltage. We
conclude that a mobility below 1x10-5 cm2/Vs in the HSL is detrimental for the open circuit
voltage of the solar cell.

C.

Origin of the s-shape

The increase of Voc with increasing HATCN content seen for the devices in Figure 2 is
associated with a change of the shape of the JV-curve. While a pronounced s-shape is present
in the pristine, pure TPD device, introducing HATCN to the HSL gradually reduces this
effect. As mentioned above energetic barriers have previously been found to be responsible
for s-shaped JV-curves.16,17 In our case, we also see a reduction of the HIB with increasing
HATCN concentration. However, this is accompanied by a strong increase in mobility. A
comparison of pristine and aged TPD shows that the s-shape is drastically reduced by the
increased mobility of the crystalline TPD film, even though the HIB can be assumed to stay
constant. This correlation between s-shape and µ rather than with the HIB is a clear hint that
in our case the mobility of the HSL layer is responsible for the slope of the JV-curve and thus
15
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the s-shape. This was discussed similarly in25, where conductivity of interface materials was
assumed as origin of s-shapes and is clearly reflected in the simulated JV-curves shown in
Figure 6. Here, an increase of µ by a factor of 102.5, as measured in experiment, clearly
reduces the s-shape and leads to a strongly increased injection current. Again, as the lower
mobility limit for simulation is 1x10-6 cm2/Vs a quantitative comparison of measured (Figure
2) and simulated (Figure 6) JV-curves is not possible. Baring in mind that µ is the only
parameter varied in the simulation we conclude that insufficient mobility in the HSL can
solely be responsible for s-shaped JV-curves.
As mentioned before, an elevated hole density occurs in the HSL and at the HSL/active layer
interface which becomes larger for lower mobilities (Figure 7). This accumulation leads to a
space charge region and thus a barrier for holes at the HSL/active layer interface and reduces
the electric field within the active layer (inset Figure 7) which then becomes visible as the sshape.

VI.

CONCLUSION

Organic solar cells with different hole-selective layers consisting of evaporated TPD,
TPD:HATCN mixtures and HATCN were produced. The mobilities of these hole-selective
layers reached from around 10-7 to over 10-5 cm²/Vs. We could show that pure HATCN can
serve as hole selective layer even though charge transport is achieved by electrons. By
controlling the mobility of the hole selective layer it was possible to influence the strength of
the s-shape. The crystallization of the pure TPD film could be used to separate the influence
of mobility and hole injection barrier on the s-shape. The morphological changes increased
the mobility but did not affect the effective work function. The increase in mobility was
accompanied by a drastic gain in Voc and decrease of the s-shape. This is in accordance with
the increased Voc and reduced s-shape found for increasing HATCN concentrations in the
16
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hole selective layer. Further, numerical simulations confirmed that an insufficient hole
mobility of the hole selective layer induces s-shaped JV-characteristics. Consequently,
particular attention has to be paid to the mobility of the hole selective layer to reach optimum
and long-life performance of organic solar cells.
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